Middlebury College
Computer Science Seminar

What I Did This Summer (part 2)

Come find out how your classmates spent their summer!

Kyle Meredith ’19:
Exploring the CS/Art Intersection

Ammar Almahdy ’20:
The Middlebury Render Farm

Casey Astiz ’19:
Working at Apple

Rowen Felt ’19 &
Campbell Boswell ’19:
Decentralized Social Networking Applications

Nick Jaczko ’19:
Internship at LiveRamp

Henry Mound ’20.5:
Drone-Based Computer Vision Applications

Alex Berry ’19:
Machine Judgement for Job Interviews

Nick Mosier ’20 &
Tommaso Monaco ’20:
Mobile Image Matching: a System for Dataset Creation

Tianru Zeng ’21:
Machine Learning for Finance

Fiona Sullivan ’19 &
Selena Ling ’19:
Nonrepresentational Image Classification

Andre Xiao ’21:
Internship at a Cybersecurity Company

Michael Calvey ’21:
Working at Shohoz.com: Coding for Production

Friday, September 28, 2018
12:30 – 1:20 p.m.
McCardell Bicentennial Hall 104

Pizza will be served at 12:25 p.m.

This event is sponsored by the Computer Science Department